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Ayah 37 continued


 َ;'َل 34ِْ6َ$ Bَُ.َ(' HََI'ٌم Eُ4ْزََ;'Aِِ> إBِ) Aَ:)4ْ6ُُ.َ(' ِ@?6َِْو$=ِِ> َ;:9َْ أَن $34ِْ6ََُ.َ(' ۚ ذَٰ/ُِ.َ(' ِ+()'
Yَ=)َ(WRِ َر@WX ۚ إVُLَْEَ4 WXAِ ِ+=)Uَ َ;#ْمٍ R+ِْSُ$ (Bُ#َن ِ@'Q)ِ َوEOِPْ'@ِ MNَُِة EKِ'Lَ MْNُُوَن

He said, "You will not receive food that is provided to you except that I will 
inform you of its interpretation before it comes to you. That is from what my 
Lord has taught me. Indeed, I have left the religion of a people who do not 

believe in Allah , and they, in the Hereafter, are disbelievers.
When you read the words of Allah, it is as if you can actually see all the 
incidents happening before your eyes. 
Yusuf ا$#"م &'() is put behind bars even though he is innocent of any crime, 
because of the selfishness of everyone; the wife of the Aziz thought only of 
her desire, the Aziz thought only about his reputation, the people of the city 
thought only about the society. No one considered the innocence of Yusuf. 
This was the height of oppression. 
This oppression did not stop Yusuf from success. Sometimes success 
comes through many challenges and trials. An obstacles must not stop you, 
but make you all the more determined. If you are with Allah, nothing will 
stand in your way, whereas a smooth life without Allah is useless. A 
righteous person will be elevated through trials.
Yusuf is now focused; though he preached Islam to only the two people in 
his cell, whoever reads it benefits by it. This shows that quantity is not what 
counts. If Allah guides one person through you, and that person goes on to 
guide countless more, you share the reward. Always ask Allah to make you 
the key to good. 



Yusuf used the need of the two boys who related their dreams to him to tell 
them about Allah. They wanted to know the interpretation of their dreams, 
and Yusuf decided not to tell them about it until he preached to them. 
The speech Yusuf made was in their own language, told to us by Allah in 
His words. For these two young men to listen to the Divine message 
through the mouth of a messenger shows the mercy of Allah. 
Yusuf starts by telling them about *ر,-,'+ ا, the oneness of Allah, in simple 
terms, which they could grasp.
He told them that whatever knowledge of the unseen he had was from 
Allah. When you have a talent given to you from Allah, you must talk about 
it, and attribute it to Him. This is not to show off to people, but to thank 
Allah. 
There are two parts of the testimony of faith :
.there is no god but Allah, negation and assertion : 0 إٰ$َ& إ0ّ ا*

Yusuf first explains the first part : [ &َ$ٰ0 إ ] :-


إUَ(=+ِ VُLَْEَ4 WXAِ َ;#ْمٍ ۚ 
Indeed, I have left the religion of a people

 indeed I : إ4ّ5
 إن6 + 45
9ُ;ْ<= : I have left
Verb : ََك<َ= : to leave
+(ّ? : religion, way

Only Islam is acceptable to Allah as a religion. @Aِد or religion is similar to 
@ْAَد, which means debt, or lending. Islam consists of actions and 
recompense. 




 .D : a nation, people, a group or +)EFG-م

All the people in Egypt at that time were disbelievers. Yusuf had to make 
clear that he was not a part of their disbelief.

The bond of Islam is the strongest one. Whatever country or culture you 
come from, if someone is a Muslim, he is like you. This is why there is a 
saying: 
Deen gathers together and disbelief divides : ا$MFNA @AOP و ا$IJA <IK>ق

Yusuf left his home when he was very young. In the house of the Aziz, he 
was taken care of by the wife of the Aziz, a corrupt woman, who could not 
have taught him anything good. But Allah protected him from being 
influenced by any evil.
Musa ا$#"م &'() was raised in the house of Firaun, and was not influenced 
by his beliefs. Sometimes, a very pious family gives rise to a very corrupt 
offspring, and sometimes a very pious child comes from an evil family. 
Guidance is in the hands of Allah. 

 ّQ'@ِ َن#ُR+ِْSُ$ (B
who do not believe in Allah 

0 : don't
 This is +'QER$0 ا, or negation
R?SA : they believe-ن
Verb : @َ?َآ : to believe
This is given in verb form, which denotes change; they might change 
religions from day to day, there is no constancy in their disbelief. <I; or 
disbelief can be of different types, such as atheism, worshipping idols, 
animal worship, ancestor worship, associating with Allah, etc; all are the 
same.

*E, : in / with Allah 



 or attachment; their disbelief is attached to them all ,اEV$Wق shows [ ب ]
the time.
Yusuf did not want to be a part of a group who did not believe in Allah. In 
Islam, we are encouraged to choose spouses and friends who are 
righteous. We must live our lives to please Allah.  


َوEOِPْ'@ِ MNَُِة EKِ'Lَ MْNُُون
and they, in the Hereafter, are disbelievers

 and : و
XY : they, the people of Egypt 
 E, : with or about the Day of Judgement\]>ة
 or attachment; their disbelief in this day is attached to ,اEV$Wق shows [ ب ]
them all the time.

XY : they
The position of this pronoun makes it P';-J($ <V] <'F^, a pronoun used to 
emphasize the point.

QE; : they are disbelievers>ون
Verb : <ََI;َ : to cover
This is given in noun form, which denotes تE`a or firmness, and ار<FJbا or 
constancy. These people are firm and constant in their disbelief, it is 
attached to them all the time. This disbelief shows in their actions. To 
disbelieve in the Day of Judgement is to disbelieve in the resurrection.
Belief in the Hereafter gives meaning to life. 
All the above is Yusuf explaining [ &$0 إ ], negating any other deity worthy of 
worship.
Now Yusuf explains the second part of the testimony : [ *إ0ّ ا ] :-




Ayah 38 

[+ِ ِ(Q'@ِ َِكE]ْ^A أَن 'َR/َ َن'Lَ '+َ ۚ َب#ُ̀ Hَْ$َو َa'bَ"َِْوإ Mَ3NَِاEْ@ِإ Wdِ'َ@آ Uَ(=+ِ VُHَْ:(4َوا 
Wlٍَْء ۚ ذَٰ/9ِiَْK [+ِ jَِ اRْ3=َYَ ِ(Qَ' َوh=َYَ ا/R)'ِس َو/َِٰ.]) أEََgLَْ ا/R)'ِس E.ُ]َْ$ Bَُوَن

And I have followed the religion of my fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. 
And it was not for us to associate anything with Allah . That is from the 

favor of Allah upon us and upon the people, but most of the people are not 
grateful

Yusuf appreciated the righteous members of his family, and expressed it in 
very simple words.


ُ̀#ب Hَْ$َو َa'bَ"َِْوإ Mَ3NَِاEْ@ِإ Wdِ'َ@آ Uَ(=+ِ VُHَْ:(4َوا

And I have followed the religion of my fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob

and : و
9c`=ا : I followed
Verb : َMَ to follow : ِا=6̀
+(ّ?ِ : way, religion
4dE,آ : my forefathers
آ,Eء + ي
The singular is أب 

The father of Yusuf is Ya'qub, but he mentions the whole chain. Ibrahim is 
called ءE'`5hأ,- ا, the father of the messengers. All the messengers after him 
came from his predecessors. He had two sons, Ismaeel and Ishaq. Ishaq is 
mentioned here because Ismaeel is a different branch, that of the Prophet 
Mohammad X(b ا* ()'& و i(j. 

Yusuf is pointing out to the young men things which are in his favour, so 
that they would trust his word even more; his forefathers were righteous 
messengers. These facts would encourage them to follow Yusuf ا$#"م &'(). 




 َ+' Lَ'َن َ/Rَ' أَن A^ْ[Eَِك ِ@'Q)ِ ِ+] Wlَْء

 it was not for us to associate anything with Allah
E? : not; negation
E; : wasن
ER$ : for us
that : أن
k5 : we associate>َك
*E, : with Allah 
@? : from 
4l : anythingء

Yusuf tells them that it does not suit these noble messengers to associate 
with Allah in even a tiny thing. He uses the name [ *ا ], the greatest name 
of allah, the Unique and Perfect in attributes. 
By saying [ 4ءl @? ], he is negating any kind of shirk from himself and his 
forefathers. There are two kinds of shirk : 
<`;hك ا<k$ا : Major shirk, which results in the person being in the Fire 
forever, unless he repents. An example of this is invoking someone instead 
of Allah with fear and magnifying, which is only the right of Allah.
<mjhك ا<k$ا : Minor shirk, which results in nullifying the deed in which 
there is shirk. The best example is ءEA<$ا, doing a worship to show off and 
get praise. For instance, you are praying, and the thought comes to your 
mind that if only someone would see you and praise you. This thought must 
be rejected immediately, because even if you don't get the praise, that 
prayer is nullified, not acceptable to Allah. 
Empty your heart of all other feelings while doing a worship, think you are 
doing it only for the pleasure of Allah. 




To be a slave of Allah is to live your life only for His sake. This is a struggle, 
because human beings are by nature attracted to the tangible, and are 
hasty, whereas the reward from Allah is abstract in this life, and can only be 
seen after death, on the Day of Judgement. 
Enthusiasm or سEF] is not durable for good deeds, because it dwindles, 
and it is really for yourself. Durability comes with living life for the sake of 
Allah. Ask Allah for guidance, be with people in life as if you are alone with 
Allah; this is نE#]Wا, or righteousness. 

When you are in a group of people, and one of them is a higher rank than 
the others, everyone wants to please him. Think of Allah, the Owner of the 
whole universe and more, there is no one higher than Him, don't you want 
to please Him? 
When you do something for people, all they can give you is thanks, or a 
gift; sometimes not even that. But when you do even a little thing for Allah, 
He appreciates it, and the reward is everlasting.
Allah says in Surah Ar-Rahman :

K 'mَْ3=َYَ [ْ+َ ̂9Lَُ'ٍن
Everyone upon the earth will perish,
ELَْامِ ِnِْل َواoَpَ/ْذُو ا jَX@َر <ُqَْو ٰhَ̀ َو$َ:ْ

And there will remain the Face of your Lord, Owner of Majesty and Honor.
55:26-27

Then Yusuf says : 


 ۚ 'َRْ3=َYَ ِ(Q9ِ اiَْK [+ِ jَِ/َٰذ
That is from the favor of Allah upon us

o$ذ : that is
@? : from 
qrQ : bounty / favour



 of Allah : ا*
ER'() : upon us
E5 + i() 

Yusuf says this is from the bounty of Allah upon Ibrahim, Ishaq, Ya'qub and 
Yusuf himself. When you are on the path of guidance, this is a favour from 
Allah, not because you deserve it. The messengers have that honour 
because of the favour of Allah. When you do good deeds, this is a favour 
from Allah, and needs a lot of thanks or <Kl. 


َوh=َYَ ا/R)'س 
and upon the people

 and : و
i() : upon 
the people : ا$ERس

Allah bestow His favour to people according to their truthfulness. Those 
who ask Him for Paradise truthfully, will be guided by Him.
When Allah opens the gates of good for you, this is His favour upon you. 
Do not lose the reason for doing good along the way, do it only for the sake 
of Allah. 
Yusuf said this last bit of his speech to soften the hearts of the two young 
men. Criminals must be made to feel that they are also acceptable. The 
hearts of prisoners can easily be softened because of their situation. 
Sometimes sins can serve to make you humble, because you regret them, 
and repent. This raises you in ranks. The sinner who repents is better than 
a person who is always pious. When Adam ا$#"م &'() sinned by disobeying 
Allah, and going to the forbidden tree, he regretted it, and repented; as a 
result, his position with Allah became better than before. Don't ever 
underestimate anyone, and don't be arrogant when you do good deeds.




 The Messenger of Allah X(b ا* ()'& و i(j said : 

 ُ;4Rَِ, wq آَدَم َ]E6tٌء, َوَ]'ُْ> اَْ$sَdِE6tuَ اَ$6J-6ا,ُ-َن
. 2451) &GE? @,ي (2499)، واy?<J$رواه ا

All the sons of Adam are sinners, but the best of sinners are those who 
repent often.

َو/َِٰ.]) أEََgLَْ ا/R)'ِس E.ُ]َْ$ Bَُوَن
but most of the people are not grateful

6@K$ٰ و : but 
most : أ;}>
people : ا$ERس
0 : don't 
This is +'QER$0 ا, negation
KkA : they give thanks>ون
Verb : <َKَlَ : to thank

If you do a small deed, appreciate it and thank Allah, He will open the doors 
of abundance for you. 
Always remain positive, this gives you energy, and pulls you up, whereas 
negativity depresses you, sapping your energy. Remember whatever 
happens is for the good. 











